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ABSTRACT 
We use a stronger version of the Graham-Pollack theorem for biclique 
decompositions of graphs to establish a correspondence between exact biclique 
decompositions of complete t-partite graphs and exact biclique decompositions 
of the complete graph on t vertices. In addition, we obtain some results for exact 
biclique decompositions of complete graphs. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a graph with n vertices. A biclique of G is an edge subgraph 
of G which is a complete bipartite graph. If R and S are disjoint subsets 
of the vertices of G, then B(R, S) denotes the biclique consisting of those 
edges {r,s} where r E R and s E S. We say that B(R, S) contains the 
vertex v if w E R U S. The bicliques 
B(Rl, Sd, B(R2, Sz), . . . , W&n, Sm) (1) 
of G are a biclique decomposition of G provided each edge of G belongs to 
exactly one of the bicliques. Clearly, G has a biclique decomposition with 
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n - 1 or fewer bicliques. The biclique decomposition number, bd(G), of G 
is the smallest number of bicliques among all biclique decompositions of G. 
Let A be an adjacency matrix of G, and let n+ and n- denote the 
numbers of positive and negative eigenvalues of A, respectively, including 
multiplicities. The well-known theorem of Graham and Pollak [5] (see 
also [8, 12, 9, lo]) asserts that the number of bicliques in any biclique 
decomposition of G is at least the maximum of n+ and n-, that is, bd(G) 2 
max{n+,n_}. If bd(G) = max{n+,n_}, then G is an eigensharp graph. 
Eigensharp graphs have been studied in [6]. If the number of bicliques in a 
biclique decomposition of a graph G equals bd(G), then the decomposition 
is an exact biclique decomposition of G. Since the complete graph K, 
with n vertices has n - 1 negative eigenvalues, K, is an eigensharp graph 
and any biclique decomposition of K, has at least n - 1 bicliques. Exact 
biclique decompositions of K, have been studied in [l, 3, 2, 4, 7, 11, 131. 
In Section 2, we discuss the relationship between biclique decompositions 
of G and certain matrix decompositions of A, and then examine the proof 
of the Graham-Pollak theorem more closely in order to obtain a slightly 
more general result. 
If u and v are vertices of G such that a vertex w of G is adjacent to u 
if and only if w is adjacent to v, then we say that u and v have the same 
neighbors in G. Assume that u and v have the same neighbors in G. Let 
G’ be the graph obtained from G by removing vertex u. Since induced 
subgraphs of complete bipartite graphs are complete bipartite graphs, it 
follows that bd(G’) I bd(G). If (1) is a biclique decomposition of G’, then 
since u and v have the same neighbors, a biclique decomposition of G can 
be obtained by adjoining u to each Ri and each Si which contains v. Thus, 
bd(G) 5 bd(G’). Therefore, the biclique decomposition numbers of G and 
G’ are equal, and there exists an exact biclique decomposition of G such 
that each biclique containing u or v contains both u and v. It is also easy to 
verify that G and G’ have the same number of positive eigenvalues and the 
same number of negative eigenvalues. Hence, in particular, G is eigensharp 
if and only if G’ is. 
It is not necessarily the case that in an exact biclique decomposition of 
G a biclique containing one of the vertices u and v contains both u and v. 
For example, let G be the graph with vertices 1,2,. . . , 10 whose edges are 
the edges of the cycle 
1-2-3-4-5-6-7-8-l 
and the edges joining vertices 9 and 10 to vertices 1, 3, 5 and 7.l Note 
that vertices 9 and 10 have the same neighbors in G. Since H contains an 
‘We are indebted to Kevin Vander Meulen for this example. 
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induced cycle of length 8, and since the biclique decomposition number of 
a cycle of length 8 is clearly 4, the biclique decomposition number of G is 
at least 4. The bicliques 
B({5,7], 1% IO]), B({3,5], {4,9]), B({I, 31, (2, lo]), B({I, 7}, {8,9}) 
are an exact biclique decomposition of G, and the first biclique contains ver- 
tex 10 but not vertex 9. However, in Section 3 we show that if u and v have 
the same neighbors in a graph, and the graph has an exact biclique decom- 
position which has a biclique which contains exactly one of u and v, then the 
graph is not an eigensharp graph. Equivalently, if G is an eigensharp graph 
and if u and v are distinct vertices having the same neighbors in G, then 
for any exact biclique decomposition (1) of G we have u E & if and only 
ifvE&(i=1,2,... ,m),and~~Siifandonlyifv~Si(i=1,2 ,..., m). 
We use this result to study exact biclique decompositions of eigen- 
sharp graphs which contain pairs of vertices having the same neighbors. 
In particular, we extend many of the results for exact biclique decompo- 
sitions of complete graphs to exact biclique decompositions of complete 
t-partite graphs. Throughout let KnlrnZ,,.,,nl denote the complete t-partite 
graph whose vertices are partitioned into sets VI, Vz, . . . , V, of cardinalities 
721, m,. . . I nt, respectively, with an edge joining every pair of vertices from 
distinct sets of the partition. The sets VI, Vz, . . . , V, are the par&e sets of 
K n1,n2r,..,nt. We always assume that each of the parts is nonempty. Since 
any two vertices in the same part of a complete t-partite graph have the 
same neighbors, it follows that a complete t-partite graph is eigensharp 
and has biclique decomposition number equal to t - 1. Let Kt denote the 
complete graph with vertices 1,2,. . . , t. If 
B(R1, Sl),B(R2, Sz), . . . ,B(&l, St-11 
is a biclique decomposition of K,, then clearly 
is an exact biclique decomposition of K,,,,,,,,,,,,,. We show that the con- 
verse holds, namely that every exact biclique decomposition of Knl ,n2 ,...,nt 
has the form (2) for some exact biclique decomposition (1) of Kt. We 
also characterize the exact biclique decompositions of the t-partite graph 
K n,n,...,n in which the bicliques are all isomorphic. This generalizes the 
characterization of exact isomorphic biclique decompositions of complete 
graphs given in [2]. 
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In Section 4, we apply the results of Section 3 to exact biclique decom- 
positions of complete graphs. 
2. GRAHAM-POLLAK REVISITED 
Let G be a graph with vertices 1,2,. . , n. Let A = [aij] be the (0, 1) 
adjacency matrix of G, where 
aij = 1 if {i, j} is an edge of G, 
0 otherwise. 
IfPisasubsetof{1,2,... , n}, then the characteristic vector P’ of the set P 
is the 1 by n (0,l) vector with a 1 in position i if and only if i E P. Suppose 
that (1) is a biclique decomposition of G. Let X be the m by n (0,l) matrix 
whose ith row is the vector l?i, and let Y be the m by n (0,l) matrix whose 
ith row is the vector $i. Since ST& + l?Tgi is the adjacency matrix of the 
spanning subgraph B(&, Si) of G (i = 1,2,. . . , m), it follows that YTX 
and XTY are (0, 1) matrices such that 
YTX + XTY = 2 S?Zi + i?TSi = A. 
i=l 
Thus, for each biclique decomposition of G with m bicliques, there exist m 
by n (0,l) matrices X and Y such that YTX + XTY = A. Conversely, if 
X = [xii] and Y = [yij] are m by n (0,l) matrices such that YTX+XTY = 
A, then 
B({k:w = l}, {k: y1,k = l}), . . . ,B({k:s,,, = l}, {Ic: yrnlc = 1)) 
is a biclique decomposition of G. Thus, biclique decompositions of G and 
decompositions of A as A = YTX+XYT where X and Y are (0,l) matrices 
are essentially equivalent. 
We now state a slightly stronger version of the Graham-Pollak theorem 
which is an immediate consequence of the relationship between biclique 
decompositions and (0, 1) matrices and the following lemma about real 
matrices. This lemma is essentially Lemma 7.4 in [8], and we include a 
proof for completeness. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be a real symmetric matrix of order n such that 
the numbers of positive, negative, and zero eigenvalues of A (including 
multiplicity) are n+, n_, and no, respectively. Let X and Y be m by n real 
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matrices such that A = YTX + XTY. Then the rank of YTX, and hence 
of Y and X, is at least the maximum of n+ and n_. If m = max{n+, n_}, 
then the row space of X equals the row space of YTX, and the row space 
of Y equals the row space of XTY. 
Proof. Let R” denote the vector space of all n by 1 real vectors. Since 
A is a real, symmetric matrix, each of its eigenvalues is real, and there 
exists an orthogonal basis of R” consisting of eigenvectors of A. Let V+ 
denote the subspace of Rn spanned by those basis vectors corresponding to 
the positive eigenvalues of A. Then the restriction of A to the subspace V+ 
is a positive definite matrix, that is, for ‘u E V+, we have vTAw > 0 with 
equality if and only if v = 0. Let 
W={v:YTXv=O} 
be the nullspace of YTX. Suppose that v E V+ n W. Then 
0 = vT(YTX + XTY)u = vTAv, 
and it follows that w = 0. Hence V+ $ W is a subspace of R”. Since 
the dimension of W equals n - rank(YTX), we conclude that the rank of 
YTX is at least n+. A similar argument shows that the rank of YTX is at 
least n_. 
Now suppose that m = max{n+, n-}. Then the rank of YTX equals 
m. Since the row space of YTX is contained in the row space of X, and 
since the dimension of the row space of X is at most m, it follows that the 
row space of X and the row space of YTX are the same. Similarly, the row 
space of Y and the row space of XTY are the same. W 
THEOREM 2. Let G be a graph with vertices 1,2,. . . , n. Let A be the 
adjacency matrix of G, and let n+,n_, and no be the numbers of positive, 
negative, and zero eigenvalues of A, respectively, including multiplicity. Let 
(1) be a biclique decomposition of G, and let X and Y be the m by n matrices 
whose rows are the characteristic vectors of the R, and Si, respectively. 
Then m > max{n+, n-}, and if equality holds, then the rows X are linearly 
independent and the rows of Y are linearly independent. 
3. EXACT BICLIQUE DECOMPOSITIONS OF t-PARTITE GRAPHS 
We begin by studying exact biclique decompositions of eigensharp graphs 
which contain vertices with the same neighbors. 
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THEOREM 3. Let G be an eigensharp graph with vertices 1,2,. . . , n, 
and let B(R1, Sl), B(R2, Sz), . . , B(R,, Sm) be an exact biclique decompo- 
sition of G. Assume that vertices i and j have the same neighbors in G. 
Then for each k = 1,2,... ,m, one has i E Rk if and only if j E Rk, and 
i E Sk if and only if j E Sk. 
Proof Since i and j are necessarily nonadjacent, we may assume with- 
out loss of generality that neither i nor j belongs to Sk (k = 1,2,. . . , m). 
Let X and Y be the m by n (0,l) matrices whose kth rows are the 
characteristic vectors of Rk and Sk, respectively. Let u be the m by 1 (0, 1) 
vector whose kth entry is a 1 if and only if i belongs to Rk. Similarly, let 21 
be the m by 1 (0,l) vector whose kth entry is a 1 if and only if j belongs to 
&. Since B(R1, SI), B(R2, SZ), . . . , B (R,, STn) is a biclique decomposition 
of G, and since no Sk contains i, the vector uTY is the characteristic vector 
of the set {w : w is adjacent to u in G}. Similarly, ?Y is the characteristic 
vector of the set {w : w is adjacent of v in G}. Since u and v have the same 
neighbors, uTY = vTY, and hence (uT - vT)Y = 0. By Theorem 2 the 
rows of Y are linearly independent and thus u = v. We conclude that for 
k=1,2,..., m, Rk contains u if and only if Rk contains v. ??
We have already seen that exact biclique decompositions of noneigen- 
sharp graphs need not satisfy the conclusions of Theorem 3. This is also 
the case for nonexact biclique decompositions. For example, let (1) be an 
exact biclique decomposition of a graph G, and let u and v be vertices with 
the same neighbors. Suppose that both u and v belong to RI. Then 
B({u}, SI), B(Rl - {u), SI), B(R2, S2L B(R3,53),. . . , W&n, Sm) 
is a (nonexact) biclique decomposition of G for which the conclusion of 
Theorem 3 does not hold. 
Recall that the biclique decomposition number of a complete t-partite 
graph is t - 1. We now show that the only exact biclique decompositions 
of a complete t-partite graph are those arising from exact biclique parti- 
tions of Kt. 
COROLLARY 4. Let Knl,nz,...,nt be the complete t-partite graph whose 
partite sets are the nonempty sets VI, V2,. . . , V,, and let Kt be the complete 
graph with vertices 1,2,. . . ,t. If B(R1, Sl), B(R2, Sz), . . . , B(Rt_I, St-l) is 
an exact biclique decompositions of Kn1r7L2,.,,rnt, then each Ri are each Si 
is a union of a subcollection of VI, V2, . . , Vt, and 
B({i: V, C Rj}, {i: & g S,}) (j=1,2,...,t-1) (3) 
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is an exact biclique decomposition of Kt. Conversely, if 
B(X1, Yl),qf2, yz), . . . , B(&-1, K-l) 
is an exact biclique decomposition of K,, then 
is an exact biclique decomposition of K,,,,,,.,.,,, 
Proof Suppose that B(R1, SI), B(R2, SZ), . . . , B(Rt-I, St-l) is an ex- 
act biclique decomposition of K,I,n2,,..r7Lt. Since the vertices in each vj (j = 
1,2,. . . , t) have the same neighbors in K~1,712,...,71,,, it follows from Theorem 
3 that each Ri and each Si is a union of a subcollection of VI, V2, . . , Vi. 
Since B(R1, S1), B(R2, Sa), . . . , B(&_1, St-l) is an exact biclique decom- 
position of Kn,,nz ,..., 711, (3) is an exact biclique decomposition of Kt. The 
converse is clear. ??
In [2] exact biclique decompositions 
B(R1, SI), B(&, S2), . . . ,B(Rt-1, St-l) 
of Kt in which each J$ has the same number a of elements and each Si 
has the same number b of elements were studied. Such biclique decom- 
position are called exact isomorphic biclique decompositions of Kt. It was 
shown that if Kt has an exact isomorphic biclique decomposition, say with 
a 5 b, then a = 1 and t = 2b. In addition, exact isomorphic biclique de- 
compositions of Kt were shown to correspond to regular tournaments with 
t - 1 vertices. Corollary 4 now implies the following characterization of 
exact isomorphic biclique decompositions of the complete t-partite graphs 
K TZ,7I,...,?X. 
COROLLARY 5. Let B(R1, SI), B(R2, Sz), . . . , B(Rt_l, &_I) be an ex- 
act biclique decomposition of the complete t-partite graph Kn,n,...,n such 
that each Ri has a elements, and each S’j has b elements, and a I b. Then 
(3) is an exact isomorphic biclique decomposition of Kt, a = n, n divides 
b, and t = 2(b/n). 
4. APPLICATIONS TO EXACT BICLIQUE DECOMPOSITIONS OF Kt 
In this section we apply the results about biclique decompositions of 
t-partite graphs to certain types of biclique decompositions of complete 
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graphs. 
THEOREM 6. Let B(R1, SI), B(R2, Sa), . . , B(Rt-I, &-I) be a biclique 
decomposition of Kt. Suppose the edges of B(R1, SI), B(Rz, SZ), . . . , B(R,_l, 
S,_,) form a complete subgraph H of Kt. Then H has s vertices, and if 
i 2 s and B(Ri, Si) contains a vertex of H, then either each vertex of H is 
a vertex of Ri or each vertex of H is a vertex of Si. 
Proof. Let x be the number of vertices of H. Since every biclique de- 
composition of H has at least x - 1 bicliques, x < s. Let G be the edge 
subgraph obtained from Kt by removing the edges of H. Then G is a com- 
plete (t-x+I)-partite graph Ki,i,...~,~, and W,, S,), W&+1, %+I), . . , 
B(Rt_l, S,.-1) is a biclique decomposition of G. It follows that t - s - 1 2 
t - 5 - 1. Therefore x = s. The theorem now follows from Corollary 4. ??
The following result about exact biclique decomposition of complete 
graphs in which one of the bicliques is an edge is an immediate consequence 
of Theorem 6. 
COROLLARY 7. Let B(R1,&), B(Ra,Sa), . . . , B(R~_I,S,_I) be a bi- 
clique decomposition of Kt such that RI = (1) and SI = (2). Then if i 2 2 
and B(&, Si) contains either 1 or 2, then either both 1 and 2 are contained 
in Ri or both 1 and 2 are contained in Si. 
Let n and t be positive integers. We now study the special exact biclique 
decompositions of K,, in which t of the bicliques are isomorphic to the 
complete bipartite graph Kl,j for j = 1,2, . , n - 1. First we give an 
example of such a bipartite decomposition. Let B(R1, SI), B(R2, SZ), . . , 
B(&_l, S,_l) be an exact biclique decomposition of the complete t-partite 
graph K,,,,...,,. Assume without loss of generality that the partite sets of 
Kare{l,2,... ,n}, {n+l,n+2,. . . ,2n}, . . . , {tn-n+l,tn-n+2,. . . ,tn}. 
Then it follows that the bicliques B(R1, SI), B(R2, Sz), . . . , B(Rt-I, St-l) 
along with the bicliques 
B({jn + k}, {jn + 1,jn + 2,. . ,jn + k - 1)) 
(j=O,l,..., t-l, k=2,3 ,..., n) 
form an exact biclique decomposition of Kt,. We now show that every 
special exact biclique decompositions of Kt, can be constructed in the 
above manner. 
LEMMA 8. Let B(R1, Sl), B(Ra,Sa), . , . , B(Rt,_~,Stn--l) be a biclique 
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decompositionofKt,suchthatforj=O,l,..., t-l andi=1,2 ,..., n- 
1, Rjn+l has one vertex and Sjn+i has i vertices. Then B(&, S,), B(Rz,, 
S2n), ... > B(R(t-I),, S,,_i,,) is an exact biclique decomposition of a com- 
plete t-partite graph Kn,,, ,.,_, 7L. 
Proof. If k and k’ are distinct integers such that Rk = &I, then replac- 
ing the bicliques B(&, Sk) and B(Rkj, Sk’) by the biclique B(Rk, Sk US,,) 
gives a biclique decomposition of K tn with fewer than tn - 1 biclique. 
Hence, we conclude that the singleton sets Rjk+i (j = 0, 1, . . . , t - 1, i = 
1,2,. . . , n - 1) are distinct. By a similar argument, we conclude that the 
tn singleton sets Rj,+i, Sjn+l (j = 0, 1,2, . . . , t - 1, i = 1,2,3,. . . , n - 1) 
are disjoint. It follows that the vertices of K,, are the vertices in the union 
of these tn sets. 
For1=1,... , n- 1 let GL be the spanning subgraph of K,, whose edges 
are the union of the edges in the bicliques B(Rjn+l, Sjn+l) (j = 0, 1, . . . , t - 
1, i = 1,2,... , 1). We show by induction on 1 that Gl is the vertex disjoint 
union of t(n - 1 - 1) isolated vertices and t complete graphs each with 1 + 1 
vertices. That Gi is the disjoint union of t(n - 2) isolated vertices and 
t edges follows from the preceding paragraph. Now suppose that 1 > 2. 
By induction Gl_i is the disjoint union of t(n - 1) isolated vertices and 
tKl’s. Let Wi, IV,, . . . , IV, be the vertices of these t Kl’s. It follows that 
the bicliques B(Rj,+i, Sjn+i) (j = 0, 1, . . . , t - 1, i = 1,l + 2,. . . , n - 1) 
along with the bicliques B(&, Sn), B(R2,, Szn), . . . , B(Rtt_l),, S(,_,,,) 
are an exact biclique decomposition of a complete t(n - 1 + 1)-partite graph. 
Consider a biclique B(Rj,+l, Sjn+l) where 0 5 j 5 t - 1. If Sjn+l does not 
contain a vertex in U:_, wk, then replacing each biclique B({r}, S) such 
that r E Sj with the biclique B( {r}, Sri+++ U Rj,+l) and deleting the biclique 
B(Rj,+l, Sjn+l) results in a biclique decomposition of Kt, with fewer than 
tn - 1 bicliques. Hence Sjn+l contains some vertex in l_$..i wk. Since 
Sjn+l has exactly 1 vertices, it follows from Corollary 4 that Sjn+l = wk 
for some k. If B(R&+l, Si,,,) is another biclique, then Sjn+l # S;n+l. 
For otherwise, replacing the bicliques B(Rj,+l, Sjn+l) and B(R&+l, Sj,+l) 
with B(R&+, U R&+l, Sjn+l) results in a biclique decomposition of Kt, 
with fewer than tn - 1 bicliques. Hence Gl is a disjoint union of t(n - 1 - 1) 
isolated vertices and t K~+I’s, and the lemma follows by induction. ??
The following is now an immediate consequence of Lemma 8 and 
Corollary 5. 
THEOREM 9. Let B(Rl,Sl), B(R2, S2), . . , B(Rtn_l, S,,_I) be a bi- 
clique decomposition of Kt, such that for j = 0, 1, . . , t - 1 and i = 
1,2 ,..., n-l, Rj,+i has one vertex and Sjn+i has i vertices. Then there 
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exists an exact biclique decomposition B(Xl,Yl), B(Xz,Yz), . . . , B(Xt-1, 
Yt-1) of the complete graph with vertices 1,2, . . . , t such that after rela- 
beling Rjn+i = {~TI. + i + 1) and Sjn+i = {jn + 1,jn + 2,. . . , jn + i}, 
one has Rp, = UkEXj Vk for j = 0, 1, . . . t - 1, i = 1,2,. . . , n - 1, and 
sjn = U kEY, VJ for j = 1,. . . , t - 1, i = 1,2,. , . ,n - 1, where Vj = 
{(j - 1)n + 1, (j - l)n + 2,. . . ) jn} (j = 1,2, . . . ) t). 
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